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John Marchi Will Speak at Baruch
By HERB ROTHMAN

John J. Marchi, the Republican-Conservative candidate for Mayo:r, will speak at Baruch College on Thursday, October 23, 1969, at 1:00
P.M. in the auditorium. Senator Marchi's speech will be sponsored by The Reporter, as part of its community affairs program. The Reporter also
extended invitations to the other candidates running for the City's highest office. As of this writing we have received a "maybe" from Mayor Lind
say's office and a definite "no" from Comptroller Procaccino's.

John J. Marchi was born in New;
York City on May 20, 1969,. the
first son of Italian im migr ant
parents, Louis and Alina Marchi.
He attended Manhattan College
and received his B.A. with honors
in 1942. After college Mr. Marchi
ente1·ed the Coast Guard to senre
in World Wai· II. He saw action
in the Atlantic, P acific and Asiatic
Theatres and was released at the
end of. the war from active duty as·
Lieutenant Senior Grade. He is
presently a Com mander in the U.D.
Coast Guard Active_;Ready Reserve.
After the war Marchi entered St.
Jolrns University and received his
J.D. in 1951, he then went on to re
ceive his Doctor of Juridical Sci
ence from Brooklyn Law School in
1953. From 1953 to 1956 Marchi
was a practicing attorney. In 1956
he ran for Sen ator from the 23rd
New York Senatorial District
(Staten Island and part o;f Brook
lyn,) and won. He was the First
Republican re-elected to the Sen
ate seat which he- still holds, this
despite a 3 to 1 Democ1:atic regis
tration in the area. He was the
first pe1·son eve).· to beat John Lin,d
say, in ,the 1969 Republican prim
ru:y,

3 Stude,nt 8,odie, s AUo.cate
$13,000 to Student Activities
1

By ILENE MASS

Student Council members help to allocate funds to clubs. From li!ft
l'o right :_Cathi .De Loiarro, Reuben Samuel, -Frank Hodges, Maddalena
Nappi, Gary Meisels,, HeJu-y Flores.

Com�ittees
As a New York State Senator,
John Marchi has served on numer
ous committees and has been chair
m an of several, noteworthy among
which are the Senate Committee
for the City of New· York (since
1963), the National Advisory Com
mittee on State Urban Relations
(this was for the N ational Coun
cil of State Governments), and the
Senator John Marchi will speak to us.
Senate Committe&- on Commerce
and Navigation.
Increase the hours a policeman
TRANSPORTATION: Keep the
If Mayor, John Marchi will seek spends on the beat by cutting down f are as low, as . possib_le, without
to implement the following polieies: on paperwork, red tape and · spe limiting the funds for police, saniLABOR RELATIONS: He favors cial assignments. Treat the drug tation, schools and fire prevention.
t
a
m
s
tr
collective bargaining but he also be addict as a sick person and not as
�:,; :�d ����� �:�: i��
lieves in the principles of the Tay a criminal, while instituting harsh
lor Law. In his administration there er penalties against heroin pushers. justice. Build the Second Ave. sub
,vill be f afr, decent collective bar
ROUSING: Set up sep arate ur way with four tracks. Oppose tolls
gaining, but strikes by public em ban development corporations in on the free city bridges - there
ployees will not be . tolerated.
each borough to plan, finance, de are 60 of them, not four. Build
WELFARE: There are genuinely velop and rehabilitate existing self-supporting quick turnover,
needy people in New York who are neighhorhoods., Amend the zoning cheap parking garages, clearing
entitled to public assistance, and la,-vs so that new apartment houses the streets for traffic and at the
most could use m ore than they are can ·actually be built, with more same time breaking the parking
presently getting, but under the rooms per block, in areas whei·e lot racket.
present system it is virtually in1- they are now legal but unbuilt.
TAXES: Cut waste, slow down
possible to weed out the chiselers. Emphasize apai-tments for the eld spending to give the revenues a
Marchi's first step as Mayor would erly and larger ap artments for chance to catch 'up. Restore good
be to junk the city's presently f arger f amilies. Keep rent control relatiqns with Washington and
antiquated welfare system and set as long as it is needed.
(Continued o.n Page 8)
up one that will work. It would
be run by administrators and not:
·
by social workers. He also avocates
getting able-bodied people off wel
fare into job training; exp ansion
of the presently inadequate day
care facilities so that a mother can
go out to work without neglecting
The Department of Art an discussion of such movements as
her children.
nounced the following con Fauvism, 'Cubis m, Expressionism;
EDUCATION: Keep the schools
Surrealism, and Abstract-Expres
open and in repair; build more templated electives for the sionism. 2 hrs. wk.; 2 er. Day and
schools, encourage public participa spring term, 1970:
Eve.
Art Hist<,>ry
tion; preserve the right of protest
Studio Courses
while maintaining the right of
Art 1. Introduction to Art. A
Art 21. Drawing. Media and
others to pursue their studies with comprehensive view of art as a · Techniques. An elementary studio
out interference; appoint two edu universal human activity manifest- course in drawing from observa
cators to serve with the five elected ed in all cultures from antiquity tion. 4 hrs. wk.; 2 er.; Day (2 hrs.
members on the new board.
to the present. 2 hrs. wk.; 2 er. wk.; 1 er.; Eve.)
Art 22. Drawing. A studio course
LAW AND ORDER: Create a Da v and Eve.
Art. 241. Art of the Twentieth with emphasis on figure drawing.
bi-partisan anti-crime board in New
Century.
Contemporary tendencies Prerequisite: Art 21. 4 hrs. wk.;
York City. Put New York and five
neighboring states into an anti in painting, sculpture, and archi- 2 er.; Day.
Art 25.1.
Painting. A studio
crime compact ratified by Congress tecture in Europe and America;
so that state lines do not stand in sources in the nineteenth century course in the techniques of oil
(Continued on Page 2)
the way of hitting organized crime. and develop ment to the present;

�:r�te

Art Dept. Plans· New
Courses for the Spring

A meeting composed of Student Council members, Club leaders,
and a representative from the Repoi-ter was held on Wednesday even
-i-n-g Qctober 15 to distribute the fees :for the- establishing Evening
Session Clubs.
$15,874 was the total amount allowable to support the clubs. Of
this figure $7,414 was surplus from last year's budget. The committee
designated $13,765, leaving $2,109 to be used as surplus funds fo1'
future years.
/
The money was divided as follows:
s.c.
Organization

Submitted

Recomm.

Approved

Student Council
$2,425.
$1,625.
$1,605.
Reporter.
9,500.
4,800. (Min)
8,903.
Dept. Stud. Pei-s. Services
2,000.
2,000.
2,000.
Accounting
285.
250.
240.
Dante
250.
262.
215.
Plarads
200.
200,
200.
S.B.L.
370.
628.·
580.
Sig ma
880.
705.
905.
Y.A.F.
497.
340.
365.
'Pride
345.
Market
110.
Lexicon
600.
_ _ _ _ _ _______________________ _.:.

N,ext Re;p 0-rte,r PoH Will A.sk
About CUNY Qrp,en--Enr0Hmient
1

1

With the assistance of Dean Dispenzieri, the secoJ1d Reporter Poll
will ask students for their opinions concerning the new Oper\ · Enroll
ment program. (See p. 6) The students will also be questioned about
whether they prefer semester, trimester, or qua1-termester. (It is be
lieved that in order to effect open enrollment by 1970 CUNY will have
to change to the trimester calender.)
Since Evening Ses,sion students will be affected if open emoll ment
is instituted, the Board of Higher Education hopes Evening Session
students will pa1-ticipate in developing a workable solution for Open
Enroll ment. It is possible that Evening Session may have to be aban
doned to accommodate Open Enrollment. Questions have to be ironed
out concernin� the future for Non-Matric students.

Dean Dispenzieri works with Reporter on Poll.
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JAY SIEGEL

0
From: William Rosen,
Lecturer-Marketing Dept.
Re : Circular le tter to Evening
Session Faculty
Pleas e feel free to call on
me for any help I can 1n·ovide.
Also I offer the services of the
Marketing Society to the Re
port er as soon as I get it info
motion.
Congratulation on your staff
which contains many of my
former students and friends :
Herb Rothman, Joanne An
derson a nd Rueben Samuels.
Please give them my regards.
William Rosen

·
==={Ji=o =et==C= o=r=�e=,,=·
6

=a:==al!I

Black power, white power, red power,
Green power - money power,
Hippy power - without shower,
Miniskirts - excessive stimulation,
Malthusian problem -'overpopulation,
Changing sext,1al norms,
Clubs' News Editors
•
o virginity - parental storms,
Herb Rothman _____________.opecial Projects Editor
.Photo Editor
· Love, love, love - birth control pills,
Penelope Lockbridge
Blood clots, discomfort an d some chills,
_______________,___ ..Adve1·t-ising1 Manager
Ilene Mass --------�-------Office Manager
Religious reforms - God is retired,
ditor Emeritus
Lewis Sturm
Topless habit s for nuns,
ditor Emeritus
Marion Johnston
Maybe tl}e old boy was fired,
ditor Emeritus
Burt Beagle
Atom bombs and overkill,
NEWS A ND FEATURE STAFFS: Val Cavalier, Reuben Samuel,
Gay excursions to some Vietnam hill;
Wendy Drobes, Ken Weiner, Mike Strick, Joel Thaler, Annette
Anthrax bombs for germ war:l'are,
* * *
Bruccoleri, Paul Guzzardo, Robert Lewis, Frnnk Kump, Victoria
Napalm spread witp. loving care,
Gentlemen:
Caroline, Elizabeth Hall.
I want to express my disapproval
Have a fried baby served on toast,
MAX SEIGEL
of the present antiquated system
Or a yummy people-roast,
Faculty Advis,CYr
governing the absences from class.
Marxist theorie1:1,,S.D.S.,
The evening session students are
Mao Tse-tung· or some othei· i;ness,
Published weekly during the school term by the Publications Association of the responsible enou gh to determine
Evening Session of The Bernard M. Baruch College, The City University of New
,
Fidel Castr�_o11 ai;i,other neurotic
York. Address all communications to The Reporter; �ox 9D, 137 East 22nd Street, when they should attend classes.
1
New York, N. Y. 10010 - 307-E Student Center. Office hours 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. I think it is time to do somethin g
Or Nixon, who is less exotlc ·"1.
Monday through Thursday. Telephone GRamercy 3-7748 or ORegon 3-7700 Ext. 313.
Editorial opinions are the view of The Managing Board and do not nec"essarily against this antiquated rule.
Welfare clients in Cadillacs,
represent those of the College o·r the University. National Advertising Representative
Very truly yours,
The :t-,atlonal Educational Advertising Service.
'\Vhile the middle classes
Joseph G. Gonzalez
Join the proletariat,
And everywhel'e you look
Open Enrollment
, nothing but hair,
I see you feel sick,
. Forthcoming will be Student Discussion Groups ,from
Sit down, have ·a chair,
the CUNY complex to help implemei1t Open Enrollment for
I'll give you some dope
next fall. Strenuous ef;forts are being exerted by all to attain
And all will seem fair.
Alfred Charasz
unlimited admissions to CUNY for all High School grad
By PATRICK FIGORITO
'
.
uates; There are many questions to be answered. and many The Paramount · production of Love · · · dflS
· i· es · · · blue s:ues
.
· · · green grass ...love ...
sacrifices to be made. We niust allow our standards to: drop Paint Your Wago�1, opened at the unders tanding,
ss
compa 10n ...s ympathy ...love ...cona bit at the inception of Open Enrollment, but our Univer Loew's State last week and all I flict ... sun·d..
erstanding ... harshne·ss ... love ... rose s
mi
say is that "its the kind of
sity must strive for academic excellence and never allow can
movie_ that's g_ood - fo: ,,people , .. sunshine . .. warmth ... love .. '. . torment ... heart·
our University to become secon d rate. We must n ot allow who like
· 1�1n
that kind of movie .I for break .· · sorrow · · · love · · · bU. bblY · · · JO
g ...1 aughte.r
.
Open Enrollment to put our Non-Matric students out to one don't. Despite this prejudice,
ov
spr
·
·
.
w1nter
fal
...
...love . ..
ing
summer
e
·
·
·
l
·
·
·
l
·
·
·
l)asture. The concept of Open Enrollment is to provide for I ,vill attempt to describe it as war · · death ... peace ...love ...forgiving ...
forgetting
·
as possible.
those students who wish to attend an institution of higher objectively
...
learning
...
love
...
alive
..
, awareness ...sensitivity
The setting is California dur�g
learning. That should also include present Non-Matric stu the gold-rush; Ben (Lee Marvm) love ... rejection ...hurt ...disa1)poi· ntment · · 1ove · · ,
_ Eastwood)
·
.
.
dents. We must accommodate all students who wish to go saves Pardner's (Clmt
clllldr�n · · · sicl�ess · · · bi.lls · · · · love . . . commitment
to CUNY. We , must not allow for stude nts with higher life and, they become "friends to belongmg · · · .bemg ...lov
e
...
jubilant
...
e
c
s
tatic . , .
end".After spending some time
1
_grades to· be sent to a lesser branch for the sake of sending the
panning for gold Ben, -among buoyant . .. love . . . depressio.n ... an guis h .. . despair·
students with lower 'gra¢les to a more prestigious school.You others, startsI to
et
h?rny
and
.,
love
...
joy
...
bli
ss
.
.
.
contentm
g
en
t
.
.
.
lov
e
...
:
.
·
·
are the judges. There are many assets and many liabilities behold, ,a Mormon comes mto town carin°o- · · · doinoworrym�
· · · 1ove · · · faith...hope
No:�ssets will be gaine d without also gaining liabilities·. No with an extra ,vife - Lee Marvin · · · trus t · · · love · · · s harmg .. . togeth
er . . . giving
at
to
s
that
i
It's
job
oint
er.
this
h
,
buys
Our
.
s
r
e
p
liabilities will be lost without incurring oth
Maddalena, Nappi
the movile hits its romantic eak ; · · · lo\re · · ·
find the bes t combination . You, Mr. Evening Student, have Lee Marvin's newly purchasedpwife
you
Do
-Matric.
n
No
e
you'r
if
the most· to los e, especially
falls in love with Pardner. I mean
want to· work along with 6pen Enrollment? qontact the really - they walk through the
Reporter office, Room 307-E., Student Center, and vote open fields together and every
thin g, In the east this might cause Life is endless, fleeting, gon e in the upeoming 1Joll concerning Open Enrollment. (For hassles,
but not in the west ; they
more information, See Page 6 about ·Open Enrollment.)
resolve the situation by having her Whlle we waste each precious minute.
Life is what we build upon;
marry the both of them.
· As it tu111s out, e\len in the west Life is ours an d all that's in it.
Moratorium
situation like this do not long en
The Moratorium was effective in Evening Session. Ac dure.After confronting many prob Time is waiting; we can't was te it
cording to Dean Dispenzieri, about 65% of the Evening Ses lems Pardner claims exclusive These are moments we could treas�re.
rights on Jean Seaberg and Ben Life is 'ripe and we can tas te it,
s ion student body we1�e n ot in attendance.We ques tion wheth
sadly leaves town se·arching for Savor to the fullest measure.
er those students who didn't go to class were in accord uew ol dto pan
. .\
g
with the Moratorium. We feel man y absent students only Well that's the story and along When there's love and someone near
with
it,
free
of
extra charge, you Someone close to soothe your brow·'
were out to enjoy an evening off.The' Moratorium is a serious
issue. We feel students should follow their convictions and get amateur acting by Clint East Life is gay, its meaning clear
wood;
no
actin
g by Jean Seaberg,
act or react to the Moratorium as their conscience dictates. and an almost total
lack of humor. And we'll live for here an d' n'ow.
A Moratorium is not a holiday.
Lee Marvin does a gi;eat job con
sidering the role and his dialogue; So, my someone, time is fleeting,,
fact Lee Marvin is the only Love is ours to know today.
Students Allocate Their Own Money in
thing that kept me from walking Life is 'Yaiting till our meeting;
For the first time ever Baruch stude nts only were re out after the introduction.
Cathi de Loia1·ro
If you expect relatives from Don't let time snatch love away.
spon sible for the distribution of student's fees to student ac
Boise, Idaho, this is the perfect pic
tivities and clubs. Student s allocating their own funds is a ture to treat them to.
- step forward, but the students who worked on the alloca
tions were not completely consistent in doing so and were
not elastic enough to meet the needs of some clubs . A more Art Courses
(Continued from Page 1)
unprejudiced attitude should be taken by those allocating
g. 4 hrs. wk.; 2 er.Day.
the funds. And funds should not be withheld because some paintin
By HERB ROTHMlN
Art. 26.1. Oil Painting. Under
clubs have new or different needs.
painting and glazin g methods.Pre- r-k"'·""-""'.,.
requisite: Art 25.1.; 4 hrs. wk.;
2 er.; Day.
(Day) Dean for Baruch,
Art 59. Painting. Watercolor.
Ne;;;s lte1n: Over 39,000 dead in Viet-Narn war since
President Weaver wan ts recommendations from a com The unique properties of the me inception, Students Hold Moratorium on War October 15'
clium explored for its own qualities 1969 . . .
mittee of students for a new Dean of Students. The Dav as
well as the applications it may
Session has formed a committee which has already meh twic�. have in related areas.
Before I begin, I'd like _to set the record straight _ I
2 hrs. wk.;
There is no Even ing Session committee to compliment Day's. 1 er.; Day.
am not pro-war, nor d_o I _thmk the Viet Nam War, or any
Well, the Dean for all studen ts will be another Day De an Art 101. Fundamentals of Color wa�· for that matter, JS_ nght. As a conservative I do not
and Desi gn.A creative approach to believe that the war �t1mulates t�1e economy. I do be
unless our Student Council get s to work. (The Reporter the
lieve,
princi les of design, space or
newspaper will ann ounce its choice for Dean in next week's ganizationp and color. 2 hrs.
wk.; however, that the Umted States 1 s prese ntly committed to
(Continued
on
Page
3)
e ditorial.)
1 er.; Day.
Editor-in-Chief

Sheldon Sweid ______________ Prodiiction Manager
Featiires Editor
Alfred Charasz
.........Copy Jfdito1·
Josephine M'. Tuzzeo
__...News Edito1·
Lawrence Kalish
.....A1·ts Edito1·
Patrick Figorito
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I'd Rather Be Right Than...
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I'd Rather Be Right Than ...

RJEIF lllEClt 110 NS

(Continued from Page 2)
defend our Asian allies and should not retreat until that
commitment is honored by a defeat of the Communist forces.
I also believe that the President of the United States is more
I'm tired of this nationalism bullshit I have been· hearing On Tuesday, September 30th, I qualified to handle the war than the group of wide-eyed
for
the
elevator
on
was
waitin
'
g
for years!
23rd Street on my way to a 5 :50 students who demand that their opinions become our foreign
Since our earliest years we are taught about God & Coun class. Needless to say the corridor policy or the publicity-conscious Mayor of the City of New
jammed. When the elevator York.
try.Day and night flags wave, martial music plays and our was
arrived it revealed a sin gle pas, Stu�ent peace groups held a boycott of all classes on
er,
·primary thought is the sanctity of the nation.This pheno seng Dr. Weaver, the president·
of Baruch College. Not one Eve- October 15. Moratoriums are to be increased in arithmetic
;menon is certainly not restricted to our country.It is limited nin
progression until the war is over, ef ther by capitulation or
g student recognized· him!
to our fellow capitalistic countries. One finds that every That's ·where you are at, you the b'y defeat' (an allied victory is never even considered a pos
apathetic
.
d
ead,
bodies
that
massibility
by peaceniks).The only positive accomplishment of
major and minor country on this world is flooding their peo
quarade as colle e students. You
· that it will provide a day off every month
·
IS
ple with nationalistic brainwashing! Well, its tirrne everyone walk through the ghalls, sit- in class, a mqrator.mm
-on this earth became tired of being manipulated by powerfhll pay your fees, buy books, read them - but the cause is asinine. Since the inception of the,Viet
on occasion, study on occasi o n, and Nam Wa.r the United States has lost more, than 39,000
pqtentates, dictators and miscellaneous politicians whose generally go through the motions troops - a stagger,ing p.eath 'toll. But last year more than
that make you part of this insti- 53000 peop]e Iost thei· r }'ives on the nation's highways.So
primary goal atbest is a personal ego trip.
tution. These are parts of the rea.li- . '
The time has come to consider the humin'ity ,of this ty of this institution. Desanimate wJiy not have an automobile moratorium? The number of
earth. Yes, its,sounds downright corny .. .but international objects and inanimate students. 1 • traffic casualties is fifty per cent more· than those killed in
humanitarianism (an'9ther ...isrv-). is what must happen if Don't put the paper down yet. t_ he entire Viet-Nam War.Maybe w� should have, as William
been called names before F.Buckley Jr. suggested in his 19 6 5 Mayoral bid, one day
we _are _to save the _irhabita:1-ts q:fearth from their eventual You've
and in this very publication. It a week when the automobile is ban.ned from the oads.
t
ext�nchon.Let us first consider tl':te concept that all men are didn't bother you
one bit, did it?
-created equal; what then are the variables that create nation I thought so! After all you work 215,000 people lost their lives in home accidents last. year maybe
a
moratorium
against
li_ving in· houses would be in
alism? The largest single denominator regarding splits in all day, have a wife, mistress, four
humanity seems to be language. Yet language does not make girl friends, and six kids (one from order here. Just think - if these neaceniks purchased World
each
wife,
and
the
mistress
fo
m
Al
]d
th
f'
d
manacs,
ey
cou
m
a
1
erent deadly cause each day
d'ff
an American feel tremendously nationalistic-toward the .Brit irl frien'ds) and you still find
g
ish, Canadians, Australians, etc.Most of all, as witnessed in time
to go to sch ool as well.Good ·against which to protest.
the emerging African Nations, a new language can become f?r you. Be a proud Evening ses- News !tern: Mets Win the National League Pennant
This is the year of the "imi:?ossible dream." Man has·
the major common method of speaking in any sovering state. swn student! Pat yo1;1rself on the
back. (No one else Wlll).
I
· gave the astronauts
If we accept the concept that the "language barrier" is What about the few (5% I'm an_ded on the moon, and New yorkc1ty
insufficient to radically oppose the deseinination of national told, but I don't believe it) that a_ ticker tape parade; the Mets won the pennant, and "fume·
ism, then one may ask what else stands in the way? Item #2 comprise the activists in the Eve- city " temporarily forgot its countless strikes and strifes
ning Session. Well they run the Marchi won the Republican primary, and the Empire Cit;
is Color: Yellow, Black, White, etc.In the far east we find newspaper,
t�e stud:nt government, l\
· for Mayor·
that the color of .the Japanese, Chinese, Vietnamese, Korean, the clubs, fight W1th faculty and fi ally has a common sense candidate running
The moon, the Mets, and Marchi - perl).aps there is still
etc., etc...is all basically what is considered yellow, Yet a administration, collude with the facgreat deal of national individuality pervades.Russians, Poles, ulty and administration, allow the hope for fun city.
to let them think, N
It . 1 gn-1· f B
'
·
Checks, Germans French British are all basicaliy what is administration.
they allocate the monies collected ews �m.. 6. 70 _o .ci1:uch Evening School Students Vote
considered "white" and yet the two largest opposing military from student fees, and generally a.ct for Mario Procciccino
in the Reporter Poll.
powers fall into this category.One can then assume that the like they are part of a college
If any of those 16.9% can give me a good reason for
desire to make the distinction between color and use this as a campus, I can't for the life ·of me .voting for the monustachioed machine man I'll print it in
�
vhy_ th
unde�
a
d
want /0� next week's column.In fact, if ·anyone reading this column
nationalistic or other type of demarcation is not based in
-r ; d
e
r
b
reality but in some form of learned prejudice.
���\��ne, :��; tl�at �h�; m�y can _ giv; me_ a _good r_eason for 'Voting for rodomontade
feel it would be nice Mano I 11 pnnt 1t anytime.
The world has taken a long time to grow as each sub idealistically
5% of the pDpulation E_tc . •..Etc . ...·
<:ulture has stumbled through the same steps, made the if more that
olve<l in extra-curricular
Question of the Week Dept. . . . If being Mayor of
same errors, and finally achieved different cultures that are :c���iti�;
.not as dissimilar in fact, as they are in philosophy. Are the Are y�u angry y et? Up tight? N�w Y01:k_ is the second �oughest job in America . . . is
pleasurable aspects of life so different for a Rusian as they - Good! Any reaction is better bemg a citizen under the Lmdsay-Procaccino Administration
than none. If I can get enough ?f the first??? Both Mayor Lindsay and soon-to-be-Mayor
are for an American.The Russians, the Americans, the Brit you
to _prove /you have blood m ,M
with the Reporter staff · · ·
'
ish, French, Chinese and it is rumored that the Israelis all your vems, ,ve may have a decent archi agreed to an interview
. · candi· date._What are you
.
the Democ�atic
have developed, through their own "culture" a device which blood drive this semester. (Yes r no ":'or·d yet fI?m
afra
id of, Mano??? ... Wh1<;h mayor, of what city, was
is evil beyond contemplation and which can, if in improper know. You've been in the school
for 15 years and you didn't know booed by 60,000 f'amaz'n " fans when he threw out the' first,
hands, prove to bring about the extinction of all Jiving matter we
h:-td
one.)
bali'
in the ,final game ,of the National League playoffs at
. be campus
on the face of the earth ...the Atom Bomb.If we look closely !his colui:nn I Wlll
_
·
at the intelligence required to have reached this strata of or1ented, unlike the frivolous rhe- Shea Stadium???
Quote of the Week Devt. ..·:· Mario Procaccino, when
physical knowledge we quickly learn that Nationalism though toric you get from the. gentleman
),
and
the
most
ht
(?
asked
to
comment
on
his
future
( ?) administration, commenton
the
ri
g
it might have been' a motivating facto�, still had nothing to r i
t h n o
fs �� �!�e;.:�:n;; ttei! �s � ���= ed in a TV interview: (Quoted in the N.Y.Times) "My ad
do with the means of obtaining the obvious result.
miniStration will be the most INEPT administration that
Historical!y the world has loved wars, and before nation- pus. If you have any opinions, com- this city has ever 'seen." Mr. ly'[achine, for once I couldn't
ments, or rebutals send them to the
.al.ism there was tribism. And before tribism .: .individual� Reporter,
I'll print them. Not too agree with you more.
ism ...and before individualism? All of these units always
please, I couldn't '
Svecicil Thanks Devt.
To Student Council mem�
found it necessary to prove their physical, and more recently
t�! s��:�.
bers Cathi De Loiarro and Maddalena Nappi for helping to
*
*
scientific, strength in order to maintain power.Power being
tally the Revorter poll ... To Chari for putting up with 1
primarily the influence of Unit A over Unit B.To what end, Signa Alpha: (If you don't know
helping with·this column each week ...To
one may ask? To no end as history proves! The advance of a what a Sigma Alpha is, please mfshagoes and
this really oack 'on the stack the student body for not bringing last year's apathy back
more powerful unit has always led to its eventual demise and place
and go awa,:, you'.re hopeless). to school this term ...To Reuben_ "Reflections'.' Samuel fo;r
a shiftino· of control to a larger more powerful 'unit.
Perhaps the t11ne W}ll come when wriTmg a co]mun WI'thout a ch'IP on your-sIiouIder · ·
·
you are pa.rt of
One can °·ather then that if we met hostile Marsmen you realize that
this campus, not the other :"ay
tomorrow the°world would unify aga inst the common enemy around.
_____
and wouia. lose the narrowness of national boundaried and
Y·
I
shift to the boundaries of humanity.
A
m�jor
milestone
in
citizen
participation
in
urban plan
bring
feel
to
aboµt
the
enemy"
Do we need a "common
ning was reached with 'the release today of a community
ing that al! men are basi�lly the same? If Je could only
, sponsored master plan to relieve traffic congestion on the
approach the upcoining· turn of the century (a.thousand year
landmark) with the concept that humanity is far more im The following recreational hours East Side· of Manhattan.
The plan was commissioned by community, the city and state
portant than nationalist, how long would it take the world are available to the Student Body Community
Boards 6 and 8, fi governments, and the Federal gov
to pool its recources, ,eject superfluous concepts that merely during the Fall Semester 1969.
nanced by the .Office of the Man ernment.
The Problems
hattan Borough President �nd
deter the growth of man and become one? Surely not more GYMNASIUM
the problems creat
than a generation or two.The North Vietnamese soldier that' Thursdays 12 noon to 2 p.m. carried out by Manoussoff - Asso edSpecifically,
by
the
rapid growth of East
ciates,
Urban
Pla_nners.
It
is
one
a U.S.soldier killed today was your brother as much as the (when are is not reserved by stu of the first products of a new p ro Midtown Manl1attan are:
American is.The Black sitting in the Harlem ghetto is really dent groups.)
gram developed by Manhattan A. Extreme traffic congestion,
the brother of the Park Avenue Millionaire, and the Arab is Fridays 12 noon to 2 p.m. Tu�s Borough President Percy Sutton particularly in rush hours.
da.ys
11
a.m.
to
12
noon.
putting
stop
the
Lets
under which all Manhatta:n com B. Absence of amenities such as
certainly the brother of the Israeli.
uniform re- munity boards have been granted parks and open spaces.
hopes for the saving of humanity in the hands of the narrow ( Official gymnasium
I
funds to plan for local city con C. Lack of space and facilities
,.
minded leadership of the world.Can we sleep knowing that quired).
for pedestrians.
struction projects.
blow
individual
can
powerful
but
AUXILIARY
GYMNASIUM
demented
just one slightly
The master plan found that de D. Air pollution and noise.
us to bits? HELL NO! the time has come for active flag , Thursdays - 12 noon to 2 p.m. velopm ent of the East Midtown E. Skyrocketin g rents in hous
arsa.' has surpass ed the saturation ing that on\y the wealthy can
wavino· for the ]al·O'est common denorninater that has ever (Sneakers)
point and that the probl em of afford.
existed in the histo;y of' the world. You and me.If we-admit SWIMMING POOL
traffic congestion requires re
The · Recommendations
that after all is considered we are really brothers then we ( Coe,��cati9i;ial), (Swimsuit�)
The master plan includes pro
gional as well as local solutions
have learned how to overcome the mortality of our civil1zation Tuesdays 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.Thurs that can be undertaken only by ·posals for public action on both
(Continued on Page 4)
·oint 'cooperation of the East Side
Continued on Page 5)
and had found Valhalla.

By REUBEN SAMUEL

By GIL PENA
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Community Relations Director Of
N. Y.C.C. Started From the Bottom

Twenty-two years ago at age 17 Monserrate Flores left
his family and friends ,in Puerto Rico to take up permanent
residence in the Bronx. Illiterate and unskilled, he started
out washing dishes at nights in a hotel. Life then for a
Puerto Rican, he notes, was "very rough," for there were no
civic organizations to which he could turn for help; there
was no Puerto Rican community to giv_e an immigrant a
sense of security. In fact, he recalls, "The Bronx was forgot
ten then."
. He soon resolved to change all this and his ambition led
him not only to attend English classes at n_ight and later
the Theodore Roosevelt High School, from which he got his
diploma at age 30, but also to become a handbag factory
production manager, a founder of a vibrant civic organiza
tion in the Bronx and a tireless worker to obliterate the
many sufferings caused by poverty and ignorance in his
society.
Last Monday lY,t.r. Flores stepped up to another job that
will give him an even better opportunity to work for this
dream. He started as community relations director for The
City University of New York's Community College VIII in
the South Bronx that is slated to be opened next spring.
As he sat in his temporary office at the Board of Higher
Education annex at 430 East 80 Street, he explained- his
philosophy and approach to improving relation between
blacks and Puerto Ricans in the area. This, he sai_,d, is crucial
for the college if it is to become an effective resource for
the community. He asserted, it is_ tq the interest of both
groups to work together with the ,college to develop dynamic
programs to interrupt the cycles of chronic poverty in the
South Bronx.
The college, as its title denotes, is the eighth,community
coilege in the City University system. It will provide co�
prehensive post-secondary education through college or um
versity transfer and career programs, as well as adult and
continuing education programs. Unlike the other commu
nity colleges, it will specialize in health and social service
programs.
Ample opportunity will be given students to learn about
the interrelatedness of the various specialities in the health
field. And the college will seek to work with groups and in
stitutions outside the City University that also provide
health careers education.
Residence facilities will be provided for some students to
encourage attendance from all parts of the city. Experi
mental programs will be established to facilitate students
who cannot afford to stop working.
Community College· VIII will be affiliated with the Lin
coln Hospital. It is hoped that programs can be coordinated
with the City University's Hunter College Health Science
Institute and CUNY's Mount Sinai School of Medicine so
that students can continue their education beyond the two.
.
.year level.
Last May Dr. Nasry Michelen, former Lincoln Hospital
administrator, was appointed president of the 'college. The
dean of administration is Candido de Leon.
Mr. Flores came to the Community College VIII from
the Human Resources Administration, where he was coor, dina
tor of the Neighborhood Manpower Service and Social Ser
vice Center, in the South Bronx-Hunt::; Point area.
He has worked as a senior human resources specialist
for the Manpower and Career Development Agen�y; a pro
ducer and moderator of a WBNX radio program on civic,
social and cultural activities and has handle other producing
jobs on radio and television; public relations director, pro
duction manager and buyer ·for a Long Island manufactur
ing firm.
One of the biggest feathers in his cap as a civic wor�er
has been the United Organizations of the Bronx, which he
helped found in 1960. Apart from a brief period, from 1964
to 1966, he has been elected president of this organization
each year.
DOB has worked to improve relations between the police
and the Puerto Rican community, campaigned for increased
services at the Lincoln Hospital, campaigned to abolish cap
ital punishment in New Yo,rk, and done other jobs such as
organize classes to develop new social and civic leaders for
the community and a program to fight against juvenile
delinquency.
United Organizations is also now building a 110-unit
apartment project and publishing a bi-lingual newspaper
called "Pueble." DOB has an unemployment program, and
has provided 500 volunteers to the police department to
work as auxiliaries.
The organization has an annual income of $30,000, which
it gets through fund-raising d1ives.
Mr. Flores, who married a year after arriving in the
United States, lives with his wife Sara and five children in
the Morrisania section of the Bronx. His eldest child, Maria,
who was born in 1951, is now working towards her M.S.
degree in nursing at CUNY's Lehman College.
1
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(Continued from Page 3)
days 12 noon to 4 p.m. Fridays 2
t
P
P
-�E � :'.__ ��;enty (20) minutes to
hour: Mondays and 'Wednesday 11
a.m. to 12 noon.
WOMEN - Twenty (20) minutes to hour: Mondays 1 p.m. to
h
d
e
P
f0 i�\.J1� �!��es�a; tt0 ��-��
(Soap,towel, lock - swimsuits
when coeducational)
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
ARCHERY _ (Coeducational)
Thursday 12 to 2 p.m.
BOXING - Thursdays 12 to
2
��LF _ (Coeducational) Thursdays 12 to 2 p.m.
JOGGING - Thursdays 11 to
11:20 si.m. (Coeducational).
TABLE TENNIS - T hursdays
o u
12

RAP FINIS
By CAVALIER

=========================,

To my loyal readership I submit this last issue of a series
that goes beyond time. Actually, I believe I started the ses
sions sometime in the midst of last spring's semester, but
don't pin me down. Even though my undergrad ma.jor was
history I bashfully admit that I have trouble remembering
my birthdate.
You see, the winds of destiny command that I move on,
or to use the bureaucratic vernacular, I'm being kicked upstairs. New assignment, and all that.
The powers of the great factions in the so-called Evening
Session, i.e. representatives of the undergraduate and grad
uate students, have stumbled upon that bane of all merchants
- the perfect bargain. The former realize that a newspape1
does not persist on YAF-leavened bread alone; the latter coneluded that the essence of its hubris demanded an exp0sitory
forum. Plainly, the REPORTER needs expense money; the
L�f�£?
graduate students need a channel of expression.
2 to 4 p.m. (Coeducational).
SKIN DIVING - Thursdays 12
And both, I surmise, are pleased - not euphoric mind
to 4 p.m. Fridays 12·
you, just content. Whalah !
VARSITY TEAM PRACTICE
At the tepid request of Jim McCarthy (a functionary
Basketball - Tuesdays and nee- Governor, on the Graduate Student Organization's gov
6
Tl
o
��:�;!� � s:�edJl;1"posted 011 erning board), I shall henceforth deliver my journalistic ex
pertise to the INSERT. Naturally, the editor (or editors) wil
6th floor bulletin boa.rd.
Student groups who wish to re- ·have something definite to say on the subject, later. The
serve space in the gymnasium areas scheme, in gist, seems to be that there will henceforth be an
on Thursdays from 12 to 2 p.m., and insert included in the REPORTER
to record the affairs of
on Fridays from 12 to 2 p.m., may
the graduate student body. The details are now being dis
do so by applying to Room 725.
cussed.
Although "insert" beckons connotations of �'cipher"
which itself adumbrates a sense of "after thought" , I mus
heed the tocsin of my coincidental allegiences, for I too am· a
graduate student (perhaps like yourself).
Believe me, I haven't tried to cloak my colors. Up to now
graduate or undergraduate, I really assumed that you could identify my ancestry (and
chance to take charge of a psyche) by the wierditude of my sentences (see what I mean)
small but vital part. of a dy 
namic publishing organization's by the impenetrable mystery of my innuendo, and by the
operations. You'll need a clear general lack of sense displayed in this column. Surely you've
head and management poten noticed all of this.
tial more than text book
Ah, that brings up another point. The boundless elai
knowledge. You can continue with which you consistently greeted each of my statements
your education, perhaps at our
I
have,
for all these many editions, been at wits end as to how
expense.
.
For a complete rundown and I should answer your many ca.rds and letters.
Reader, I lie. Yeap. There hasn't even been a feeble
an opportunity to, meet with
us, please call 212-677-6713, "beep" out of you so far. Do I blame you too severely?
Personnel Department. Yourr maybe you've found nothing worthy of your comment. Bu
compensation will depend upon even if that was the case, you should have at least said tha
record potential and much. I don't know, maybe the editor feared that the shoe]
your
.
growth.
of .truth would wound my ego too gravely. But sometimes
if there really is anyone out there ...
Johnson reprint wonder
The indictment of the last pa.ragraph (perhaps a self
CORPORATION
)ndictment) leads me to reflect on the possible utility of the
111 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003
coming insert, my role in it, and additionally, of the RE
I PORTER's raison d'etre. By its nature, an instrument of this
sort must be founded on genuine need. I recall that at one
point last year, poor Marion Johnson was really having dif
;ficulty getting copy to satisfy the REPORTEIR's four-page
appetite. Naively I suggested that she simply suspend publica
tion until that day when she'd be able to muster enough ma
terial. She said "no"; I asked why (that's a nasty habit of
mine). "Because the REPORTER is the oldest Evening Ses
sion paper in the country."
Some rationale, huh? And that's the way it goes.
"CLIMBING TO
In parting, what do you, think?
MANKIND SOLUTIONS"
by J,ulius Shilman
1
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ACCOUNTING
STUDENT ......

============
a primer for th�

NOW THINKING
GENERATION ...
New creative methodology
for New Thiqlcing Processes
Problem Solving Criteria
New· Appr�aches:·to
• Education
• _Oceanography ·.
• Urban Planning
• Medical Care·
• Population Control
• Transportatioq
• Distribution
,.

•

Fre.edom 1n

Utah?

HARLEY DOME, Utah (in the Sweet River Canyo1
Valley) (CPS) - There is a lot of sand in Harley Dome
and not too much else . . . except a lot of groo,vy young
people.
,"
. "�y, we've been hi� for some time, now Nancy, a1
Indian girl from nearby Umtah Indian Reservation explains
peering through her granny glass-��------------es, her arm around her 16-year runway from the east into San
old high school beau. ancy and Francisco.
h er friends were skipping school
ancy explains that kids in Utah
to talk with travelers coming are not as straight,
or "hillbillisli
through the Skelley gas station. as the travelers coming
It's true most everywhere you think. "Usually th ey th inkthrough
:Name _________
're
•:
go. Bal'efeet, granny glasses, bell- travelers ourselves from New we
York
: Address--------- bottoms, and Auggie hats are comor California." Th� town of Moab,
from coas€ to coast, even in about 4,500 strong, is eastern
: State & Zi
. p�------ mon
the most obscure and desolate Utah 's youth haven. The flow
of
: Enclosed $
($1 per copy) towns imaginable. Th e youth re- grass into Moab
"would probably
:THE WORLP INSTITPTE hellion, and its companion drugs, �maze you," Nancy claims. "And
are spread far and wide.
it's cheap, $7 a lid."
·777 United Nations Plaza
;
"Why I've been everywher from . "I think it's d111gs that've don
: New :York NY,,, n,,,,,,,, .. , 10017 Moab
to Price - kids are like it," Wes, a high school stud nt in
(Continued on Page 5)
-- ---- ------this all over," Nancy says. Ha1·ley

..... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .
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being awaken in the middle of the night to poll fire guard
duty. Fire duty was one of the really close things between
us. Neither of us liked to be awaken in the middle of the
night during a sound sleep. It seems that once lights were
0ut someone in· the barracks had to be awake at all times
during the night. There were about 30 fellows in the bar
racks and your turn came up about once a week. Since
Glover and I had adjacent beds our one hour times were
back to- back. Great opportunities arose. Since most of the
"goyim" (a new definition anyone who isn't liberal") spent
their checks one hour after· pay day in the airman's club
(now under investigation for graft). {}lover and I would
pay $1.50 to anyone in the barracks who would take our
duty. Glover and I never pulled fire guard again.
Many conversations went between us. He'd say, "Come
on Lewis, you ain't no Jew" and I'd respond, "No Glover I'm really black." He'd tell me that he didn't want to hear
about white boys telling him how they had a black friend in
their class or how good his women are in bed. For some
reason Glover could carry white girls pictures in his wallet
and try to score with every white WAF - yet he didn't
want white boys sleeping with his women.
I'll never see Glover again. I wonder what Glover will
do once out of the USAF. I know one thing, the man will
not be a "lifer." I keep turning over in my mind constantly
the fact that if Glover had it instilled in his mind at the age
of five·by his environment Glov.er would have finished col
lege.,I know that if Glover's family would have been able to
gie him the same type of home life that I had and had to
worry less about killing rats - Glover would have a pro
fession today.
How many more Glovers will be lose in this country?

I had completed basic training in the Air National
Guard. It was sometime after November 1968. I was now
stationfd at a base in the northern part of Texas for- ap
proximately 7 months to begin my training in my specialty
telepl):one switching equipment. Just one short mention about
basic training - finishing basic was like completing sum
mer camp when you're a kid with a poor counselor or fin
ishing pledging a fraternity - your big brother being the
most omnoxious brother.
In technical . school as it is called ,you attend classes
for six hours straight, five days a week either from 6 to 12
12-6 or 6 to 12. We were on "A" shift. We began our day at
4:00 in the am. It is quite interesting how people meet in
the service. I can't remember if I met Glover (everyone
calls each other by their last name) on detail cleaning the
latrine at 4 am or if it was when dividing the floor be
tween our beds for cleaning purposes. It seems· that once
basic training is over, your best ·efforts become minimal
except for communal areas. Personal areas like lockers,
floors under 'beds and, blinds, become a personal respon
sibility rather than a community effort.
Glover slept in the next bed. He was in for four years.
He came from Los Angeles, was about 22 and was enrolled
in Missile Maintenance, a 52 yeek course. First off, the
Aira Force has quite a good system in determining who
goes where and what job they'll do. If you're· a dummy
you either wind up as a cook, security policeman, or auto
English Exam
mechanic. The length of tech school courses and your course
enrollment is· based on test performance. Glover was def The Qualifying Examination in
(Corntinued from Page 3)
initely bright. In conversations I learned that he attended English 9 will be give non Wed the regional
and local levels:
2½ years at UCLA and q.ropped out. I can't remember nesday, October 22, 1969, at 5:50 A. The ·-air rights over Sunny
7:50 P.M.
why he did. Glover and I had a lot in common. First off to Student
side Railroad Yards in Long Is
must file Qualifying
we both rated Southerners -who completed high school' who Examination application now in land City should be developed
as a ll)egastructure - including
were "regulars," anyone who was completely "gung-ho" and Room 6.

Tr�llic Problems . . .

No-socket
toit.

If you were always near a socket
when you needed a shave, that
would be one thing.
But you aren't.
You're all over the place.
So you need a shaver that goes where
it's happening.
A shaver like the brand-new battery
operated Norelco Cordless 20B.
With floating heads that fit the curves
of a man's face.
And self-sharpening blades inside those
floating heads that shave close and smooth

every day. The Norelco unique rotary ac
tion keeps the blades sharp while it
strokes off whiskers. Every time you shave.
The Noreko Cordless gives you close
shaves anywhere. Up to 30 days of shaves
on only 4 penlight batteries.
Handsomely styled in jet black and
chrome, there's even a mirror inside the
cap. So you can see what you're shaving.
And it's small enough to fit y9ur pocket.
Very self-sufficient.
All ready to sock it to your beard.

/Vo,elco ®

Even on a beard like yours.
©l959 North American Philips Corporation, 100 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

a transportation complex, new
housing, offices and light indus
' try.
1. Thousands of cars would
park here and their occupants
transfer to the L.I.R.R., IND,
IRT or special express buses.
2. The construction of offices
would ease the pressure for
more East Side commercial
developmem. A Secondary
Business Center would be
developed at Queensborough
Plaza.
B. An express bus system should
be developeu from the Sunny
side Yards Center, plus certain
parts of Queens and the Bronx,
which would loop through the
East Side. Third and Lexington
A venues would be reserved dur
ing rush hours fo·r express buses
only,
•,
C. A Transportation Center
should be built at the Manhat
tan end of the Queensborough
Bridge to include garage spaces,
tru'Ck transfer facilities, a sta
tion of the Second Avenue Sub
way and a Bus Depot.
D. A major traffic bottleneck
can be eliminated by connecting
the Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive
directly with the Queensborough
Bridge.
E. New pedestrian walkways
should be built such as
1. An underground pedestrian
concourse along Third Ave
nue from 48th Street to 63rd
Street.
2. Another underground walk
way from the Queensborough
Bridge Transportation Cen
. ter to the Lexington Avenue
Subway.
3. Second s t o r y pedestrian
walkw,ays in the areas of
heavy pedestrian circulation
such as Lexington Avenue,
Second A venue, and the
cross street from 57th Street
to 60th Street.
In {·eleasing the master plan,
Manhattan
Borough
President
PercyE. Sutton stated, "I am de
lighted by this result of com
munity urban plaiming - a study
which is both imaginative and
pr-actical. Early implementation
of these recommendations is need
ed to create a safter and more
pleasant environment for all who
live or work on the East Side. I
am now submitting the Plan to
the proper agencies 'of the city,
state and federal governments for
their consideration."

Freedom ...
(Continued from Page 4)
Dome is on Interstate 80, a major
contends.
Ogallala,
Nebraska,
"Our stuff comes mostly from
Denver, but a lot grows wild, if
you know the right places." There
aren't many hard drugs, vVes says,
"but all you need is something
you think is hard and grass is
good enough. Simply to be able
to let go of yourself - to become
wha t your real inside has always
wanted you to become. It makes
us all alike. I love everybody, I
guess, and I know kids are like
this all over," Wess says. And
even though 1,000 miles of hills,
mountains, plains, and dragonflies
separates Wes from Nancy· ·and
both from major cities, Wes is
right - they're very much alike.
Dressed like a Pueblo Indian
"because Pueblo's are the most
peaceful," Wes is trying to set
up a coff'ee house through a local
church in the motel-infested town
in Southwestern Nebraska. "Coffee
houses may seem old to some kid
from the big city," We's admits,
"but to use, they're, our first link
with the community." The quasi
beat pads that develop from these
attempts seem to be the symbol
of the backwoods high school youth
who dresses like, speaks like, and
sometimes thinks like any other
high school student from suburban
Chicago or New York.
In Lovelock, Nevada, between
two casinos, a cardboard sign iden
tifies the "Alternative" coffee
house. As one of the organizers,
Tom says, Lovelock kids "need
the coffee house so they can show
the community they do really love
one another."
Tom says Nevada kids "have no
problem being hip." He claims the
state's legalization of gambling
"has been an incentive for othe_r
kinds of activities that might other:
wise be looked down upon" - such
as walking barefoot in the park.
"Gambling's allo,ved and this has
lead to a general tolerance in the
state you usually don't find in the
country as a whole," he explains.
Drug Traffic
Drug traffic in Nevada is high.
"It comes from both the east plains
where it grows wild and from the
west coast," Tom says. "Actually,
it's our biggest link' to the outside
world." Pushers are like minstrel
players, Tom says, that carry
stories as well as pot.
Nevada kids "have always fol
lowed the fads and vogues," the
youth corltends. "It's just that you
don't notice us, because there aren't
too many of us in total."
Not just in Nevada, but in small
towns in many other states, young
people are equally .hip. Avoca, Iowa,
is just as groovy as Ogallala or ,
Harley Dome. "Kids are just gen
erally upset with what our parents
said we had in this country, and
what we see for ' ourselves and
read," Sally says. Sally helps run
the local girls' chapter of the 4-H
Club and as an aside explains, "Be
sides, bellbottoms are much better
gor milking than straight jeans. It
keeps the stra\v from getting up
your legs."
"It's just so ni'ce," Sally beams,
"to have guys let the hair grow.
Does it hurt anyone? Might get '
in the way of plowing, but it's so
beautiful."
Sally's clan of highschoolers is
trying hard to cope with the "old
er generation's fetishes" ,vith long
hair: "But they stopped expelling
kids this year," she comments.
Drugs in the cowplains? "Sure., but
not a lot. There's drugs every
where, aren't there? "
Sally admits of kids who smoke
in the junked school buses that
rest abandoned in the side roads
of Iowa. "It's wonderful getting
high in a school bus" and she
warns not to knock it until you've
tried it. "But it's ourselves, all by
ourselves, that have brought us to
this wonderful hip stage in our
'
lives.''
Pastor Pedersen ofEagle River,
Wisconsin, tends to agree with
Sally. "The youth revolution is one
of the conscious mind," he explains.
(Continued onPage 6)
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Less Sex When Living .T ogether
NEW YORK, Sept. 8 - An expe1iment i n co-ed living
at a Stanford University fraternity house seems to i�dicated
that sex- relations occur less among house members than
b etween males and females living in separate fraternites and
'
•
dormitories. ,
According to an article appear- considered the problem of disap1 ing in the currel).t issue of Look proval on the home front, stating:
magazine, co-ed living at the Stan "My parents really got up-tight
ford Lambda Nu house actually about this (co-ed living) . I used
appears to de-empha_size s exual to have 1rightgow11s , so• they gave
relations. A E.ook senior editor me lots of flannel pajamas."
The resident "hous emother" at
drew this conclusion after spend
ing a week at Lambda Nu, ob serv Grove House, another co-ed habitat
on the Stanfoi·d Campus , SUPI/Ort
ing the boys and girls together.
Quoted_ in the magazine, one ed the ,P;r�mise of Look editor
Lambda Nu member, a male, says, Betty Rollin. This woman, a mar
"You think twice about sleeping ried gradua�� student, commentep :
"You sohuld s ee the scenes at
with a girl when you know you
have to face her the next morning the door and in the bushes at some
at breakfast - and at lunch - of the one�s·ex houses. It's disgustand at dinner - and at1 breakfast." ing. Th� lo�'kout hours and all that
At Lambda Nu, men and women - it just 'gives the kids an overi
have separate rooms and baths. e
, si
The two sexes share the dining �fr� : �fa°e �f1:t°\�:;�'s no sex
room and living room s, although here. That would be" mvful ! It's
house members often study to that now we have wellcthought-out
sex, and well-thought-out sex is
gether in their quarters .
One girl quoted in the article less sex."

Freedom . . .

(Continued from Page 5)
His church, the Pioneer Lutheran
(Jhurch, spon sors the Forum coffee
house in Eagel River and claims
"We haven't had any of the drug
problem."
,
There are Eagle River youth who
see things othenvi se. Gary says
the Forum, since it' s church-run,
"if off-limits to pot. But it is
i around."
Nevertheless, both grass and the
Forum s eem to be do i ng well. ·"We
are receiving an acceptance from
the community that's becoming
warmer and wanner, Pastor Pe
• del"Sen explains. The coffee house
is two yea:i;s , old, now, and run
by a board of "concerned citizens"
who had had some reservations
about the divinely sponsored gath
ering pad.

C�mmunities are accepting the
youth rebellion. But they' aren't
accepting the drug phenomenon
that is attached so · closely to it.
Pre sident Nixon's indire�t tug on
the flow of drugs is expected to
be followed by local communities.
The much-talked about loosening of
marijuana laws seem s to have
been only a hopeful rumor.
But the outward lifestyles of the
new youth ar1 slowly being accept
ed by towns from coast to coast.
And s ometimes, the biggest fuss
is being made in the biggest town s .
Iµ San Francisco, school board of
ficial s are considering creating new
dres s code regulations, s omething
the blue-jeaned farmers in Ogal
lala have never done. And -i.!1 Chi
cago, the school board will soon
debate a hair-length resolution,
something Harley Dome residents
would shy from, fearing they would
offend the Indians.

In_ I Seem To Be A Verb, the up- � it'e Peter, Paul and Mummy. Oh
co�g paperback on the career and pi other! • • • Hip that they're on to
�,hinlcin� _of R. Buckmaster" Fu�er, ,a good l!hlng in pushing ( at last ! )
,Bucky i s quoted thusly: Gettmg s u p e r - c a r s , auto makers predict
to the moon camouflages the real there'll be drag racing in midtown
goal o£ the space program : construe- stadiums here within the next five
tion of space stations from which y e a r s • . • I n s t a n t m o n e y c, a n
the military could rule the uruverse." b e made in short-order snacks with
• • • Muhammad Ali-'nee Cassius instant iced too mixes, pre-sweeten
Clay, who's still the u n d e f e a t e d ed and pre-flavored in lemon, Jim�
heavyweight champ-says, "I could and miut. Just add water, stir and
be a big star in movies and television add ice. Make grilled cheese sand
¢oday, I've been offered va r i o u s wiches by wrapping the bread and
things. But they're all traps. I live cheese in eluminum foil and put
in a world o,£ truth. I won't ·get up ting your iron, (set at 'wool') on
on this show and dance or show my ,top of each side for 1 minute . . .
tee�h like N egroes do or make love Peter (Easy Rider) Fonda posed for
to a white woman, I respect myself. some nude shots b u t no l o n ger
fm a star all over the black world, speaks to the p'hotogr.apher-friend
I rely on my God. I don't need any- (female) who took them. She might
thing .else". , . To be seated in one at least have told him she was sell
Greenwich Village coffee house you ing them to the New York Review
just pull up a coffin . . . These ob: of Sex. But then what's Peter got ·
servalions come from Marshall (The to hide? • . . Bob Downey, "'ho
Medium Is The Message) McLuhan: wrote and produced Putney Swope,
1) The TV generation of students is having troubl.e rafaing bread for
will continue to hatlle colleges ( and his next film project. The story's a
the rest of the Establishment) until contemporary re-telling of Jesus' re- ·
they rule then\. 2) The real activists turn as James 'f. Chrysler. He speeds
are only 14 years old now ·a nd have around in fast 'cars helping 1he poor
not reached the scene of act.ion yet. and preaching ,against racial preju3) Mini-skirts are only the first step dice and the war in Vietnam. These
toward Instant Sex. 4) Experience actions make him many enemies. Be
is of no use in business, therefore trayed by a follower, he's lured into
look for a 20-year old president of a Los Angeles used car lot where
IBM . . . The perfect button to give he's hanged hy a hate group . . .
Pops or Uncle Bill: Dirty Old Men And what conslrucLive thing will ,
Need Loving Too! . . . Dolson Rader you be doing on the Great Day (Oc
(Columbia '68) S.D.S. Activist, told toher 15) ? . . . Bumper sticker pop
C a m p u s R a d i o V o i c e c o r r e s - ular wiLh hip westerners: Custer
pondent Den11is McCabe : "There is Asked For It . . . New look on a New
very little overt sexuality i n the York campus: Do-it-your elf poncho.
movement. It 'has a kind of puritan- Two bath towels, in a West Point
ical caste, making it different from Pepperell jungle print, joined at the
the French and German movements. shoulders, (leaving room for your
The swearing, obscenity, long hair head) , left unjoined at the sides,
and worker's clothes are to protect worn over a body stocking, in llesh
yourself against selling out" • • • or contrasting color. For facu!Ly, or
Momism in Pop : !llama Cass, The parents, sash it in a Lie, or a chain
Mothers of Invention, !other Lode, worn iow. For intimate friends, why
and Cat l\lolher and the AJJ.N;ght bother? Original and easy to wash
Newsboys. And now, on tJieir latest . . . no ironing . . . Nice in pairs.
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Board Of Higher Ed. Open- Enrollment: Summary
On The Moratorium
This paper provides a two-paJ.t presentation regarding

the concept of open admissions and some considerations con
nected with implementation at th.e City University. Section
one contains definition or assumptions regarding open enroll
ment. The second section. includes alternatives regarding the
·.,______________
provision of places for the students·�
RESOLVED, That participation who a.re �dmitted and di sc�1s
sion the development of new programs
or ·non-participation in the Oc
e
he allocation of or colleges, should be viewed .as
s
tober 15, 1969 moratorium pro fte ��� it!�h�:n�
complementary systems. M O s t
test · regarding the war in Viet
SECTIO r ONE :
likely, both _approaches would
Nam be regarded as a matter
Definition : Open Admissions
have ·to be used for varying pe
of individual conscience for
The City University will offer
riods of time.
each student and faculty mem admission to all New York City
A. Trimester System :
ber; and be it furthe1- ··
residents who graduate from high
Potential Value : The trimester
RESOLVED, That no penalties sc_hools (public and private) in June has the potential value of increas
be imposed on any student or 1970 or thereafter ip.to a college ing the total undergraduate at
facul-ty member who does or program. This is an acceleration of tendance at a given campus - by
does'°\iot participated; and be it the goal first approved in the 1964 20% . Pending other more detailed
ew;ollment model stud,ies , a com
Master Plan.
_,further
Qjfpt�on of immediate conve;·�ion
Numbers of Student Included
to
trimester operation of sep.ior
RESOLVED, That thi� po sition
It i s estimated that an offer of
and co,nununity colleges plus ac
be limited to the events of Oc- admission to the 77,500 persons who celeration of the community col
will graduate high school in New lege
tober 15, 1969.
construction schedule could
York City in 1970 ,vill yield 45,000
Explanation : This resolution is the to 50,000 freshmen. It is not pos permit the start of an · open enroll
ment
policy for fall 1970.
same as that adopted by the Ex sible at this time to indicate more
Description: The trimester cal
ecutive Committee of the Faculty precise estimates because of the endar permits three full sessions
University' s lack of extensive ex
Senate at its last meeting."
perience regarding the patterns of per calendar year, each having the
acceptance by the bottom quai-ter same classroom time as the con
of the high school graduating class. ventional semester, plus reason
However, a study to obtain more able holidays. The potential results
reliable data is now underway. In given above are based on several
September, 1969, the University assumptions : ( 1 ) Student attend
,vill accept 20,000 pers ons into the ance at two of the three annual
\
.senior and community colleges. trimesters would be compulsory
The Master Plan calls for the ad over the three trimesters . (2) In
mission of 26,550 students in 1970. creas ed student enrollment would
mean increased faculty and sup
Supporting Services
port staff. It would be necessary
The financing of an open admi s to convert some instructional
si'pn program must provide· not only spaces into faculty office and re
the additional co sts due to increas search and administrative clerical
ing emollment but al so special space s .
costs of supporting services to com
B. Addition�! Progran� s
pensate for any academic deficien
or Colleges :
cies . In contrast to other institu
The following description of new
tions where open admissions have
programs
and
new college s has
been accompanied by high attrition
rates , it is the City University's been prepared to indicate the addi
tional
freshmen
capacity
by a pro
intention to provide those support
ing services necessary to maximize gram that the University co11ld
the probabflity "of success for all develop v,ri th i n a sho1..-t p;dod of
time. The total of 21,2150 fr slunen
students.
which would be accom.modat d hy
Academic Standards
DL 75104
the program listed below are in
The
open
admissions
policy,
McKendree Spring . . .
addition to the regular freshmen
which includes the establishment of admission. of our exi sting senior
An incredible new sound
adequate
supporting
s ervice s , ,vil.1
that must be heard. From
and community colleges as called
permit the maintenance of present for in the Master Plan. These plan s
four of the most talented
academic standard s. Students will are not meant to' be viewed as a
musicians on the rock scene
be enrolled in - credit courses for package; some could be introduced
today. Heavy. Very heavy.
which they have adequate prepara in 1970 ai1d others in 1971.
Expand your mind with
tion based on lrigh school study,
14,000
McKendree Spring.
placement examination, or satisfac Freshmai1 Center
tory completion of remedial pro College of Education and
1
INC REDIBLE NEW
grams. Degree requirements will
1,000
Community Service
EXCITEMENT ON
be the same for all students as de- Replacement from Evening
· DECCA RECORDS
, termined by the facultie s .
to Day Sess ion Enroll
Decca
2,000
ment
Budget
An open admissions policy, as Increase Opening Capacity
of
Community
College
compared to the Master Plan
1 ,250
Number Eight
goals, will require an increase in
the operating budget of about $50 Opening Community Col
million for the year 1970-71. Pro
2,000
leges Nine and Ten
vis i on would have to be made for John Jay College of
an equivalent for the present fee
1,000
Criminal Ju stice
fund flow from non-maticulated
students since this classification
2 1 ,250
TOTAL
of student wo.uld be eligible for
The 21 ,250 additional students
regular admission. Tlris flow I of
funds into the City· Universitly accommodated by these progran1s
will
prnvide an 80% increase
Con struction Fund is the qas is of
support of the financing of the above the 26,550 freshmen intake
now
called
for in the Master Plan
senior college construction pro
for 1970.
gram.
Strategy for Admissions
Distribution of Students
Any strategy foi" admi ssions
Any open admissions policy ,vill
s
hould
be structured to maximize
provide that all students who are
now eligible for admission to sen the implementation of the follow
ing
criteria:
ior colleges or community colleges
That the s tandards of th e col
or to special programs will retain
this Q_Pportunity _ Open ,admissi,on leges be retained;
is intended to provide for increased
That the colleges be integrated ;
opportunity at the various institu
That there be upward and
tions and in no way to affect lateral movement with.in the sys
adversely the p1·e sent plans of tem;
high school students for adm i That the preference of the stu
Get all tho facts about those great
sion to community college or sen
s pecial collegiate vacations. See your
dents . as to choice be, io the ex
ior college.
travel age.nt or mail coup on for free
t nt possible, honored; and
Key 55
booklet.
r - - - - - - - - - - - ..
SECTION TWO :
That the syst m be easily un
I
I EASTOURS SCHOLASTIC JOURNEYS
There are numerous alterna derstood by the publi ·.
I
I 11 West 42nd St., Hew York 10036
tives which can be consirlered re
admissions
The
range
of
I garding the provision of appro
_ e is q? itc extensive; how
f Please rush Free booklet on Collegiate I priate physical plant capacity and strategi
ever, five basic systems s em to
I Vacations to:
the admission and allocation of encompass most of the suggested
I
I
alternatives. It must be r cognized
I Name________ I student .
Capa'c ity
that, in alJ cases, the uncl<'rlying
I Address ________ I
assumption
is that all students
The
following
outline
of
two
I Clty, State, Zlp ______ I possibilities for increasing capac who a])ply and
wish to enter the
ity, i.e. a trimester system and
( onlinued on Page 7)

"October 15 Protest : The follow
ing resolution was approved by the
Administrative Council and the
Board of Higher Education:

'A
SPRING
FOR
ALL

�SEASONS

1
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Open En�ollment . . .

(Continued from· Page 6)
University would be admitted.
Therefore, the system decided up
on provides for the allocation of
students between various units or
programs and not admission or
rejection of aJ1y student.
A. The community colleges' ad
missions procedure provides for
the direct admission of students
into each program rather than to
the institution. In .a siinilar fash
ion, the senior colleges could ad
mit directly into programs such
as education, nm·sing, or engineer
ing. Under this plau, all the col
leges would have varying admis
sions standards based upon the
availability of places and the num
l)er of students who .apply to the
specific programs. based on the
supply and demand factors, the
admissions cut-off for different
programs with}n one institution
may vary,
B. Admit students based upon
a massive extension of our present
system. This would call for the
retention of the cut-off point sys
tem at the senior and community
colleges and the expanded use of
the SEEK .and College Discover)/
special procedures.
C. Students could be· La«imitted
l1J'r;

r

Yia the present system of aca
demic index coupled with the ad
mission of some students based
upon geographic groupings which
could be the high school of grad
uation, borough of residence, elec
tion, district of residence, or some
other similar formula.
D. A random selection process
could be instituted for the alloca
tion of students to the senior and
community colleges.
E. Each college could be given
the authority to recruit and admit
.its entire freshmau class any way.
it deems appropriate. Given that
there w:ill be enough places
throughout the system for all stu
dents who wish to enroll and that
the colleges can be held to the
number of new students for which
budget support is provided, all ap
plicauts would eventually be ac
cepted to some institution.
If acceleration of the goal of
open admissions to September 1970
becomes r the Board's policy, a pro
gram of consultation arid plaJ1J1ing
will be required of the Chancellor
and a feasibility study should be
completed rapidly. The University
should lmow by October 1st if it
is to prepare for such expansion
for September, 1970.

'Get Back'' Beatles 001
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"GET BACK." Beatles' newest album produced by Apple
Records.
(CPS) - (Regression: the reversal to a pattern of be
havior more appropriate to, or characteristic of, an earlier
•
stage of development.)

"Concept: Music, Philosop!1y and
Politics" magazine describes the
Beatles' "Get Back" as "a model
of simplicity," and that it is, for
the domiJ1ant 'theme of this, the
Beatles' newest set, is one of regression.
The set consists of an album, a
studio-ses'sion photo book and an
accompanying film of the recording
session, all slated to be released in
a package deal this December. The
album itself contains -- cuts, all
recorded live in. the new Apple
studios at 3 Seville Blvd., London.
The cover photo shows -the Beatles
posed on the steps of E MI stu,dios,
exactly as they appeared on the
cover 1of their first album, "Please,
Please Me," in 1963.
In this album there is no background orchestration, no electronic
effects, no Eastern influ�nce and
even no ove1·dubbing. Only the
Beatles and keyboai:d man Billy
Preston are involved.
All of the cuts were composed

and arranged before the Beatles
went to the studio, so the result is
very loose; looser, in fact, than
"The Beatles." Listening to this ;'Li
bum is like being in the control
room of Apple's studios during a
rehearsal. Nothing has been edited
out of dubbed in, and many times
the Beatles stop in the middle of
one song and go on to the next.
•011 accasion John Lennon may
be heard discussing the merits of
each song with producer George
Martin, and the many'))reaks dur
ing and in between songs are filled
with min.i jams and wann-up ses
sions; the. format of the album is
not unlike· a Kafka sti:eam-of-con
sciousness novel.
The first cut, "One after 909,"
was composed by Lennon-McCart
ney in 1.9�� ,.when the group was
,
still kno.wn as the Quarrymen. The
lnf�s .,,·ai1d
decepti\rely
simple
rhythm of _t):iis song ai·e .not unlike
"Take Ouf'S'ome Insm·ahce on Me
Baby," . an'�\11�r IO-year-old work,

but the g11itar work, around which
everything else cente\:s, is definitely
post-"Abby Road," giving· th� song
a ubiquitous retrogression-proac
tion dichotomy.
To Lennon's.., cry of, "Do your
own thing, men," "Don't Let Me
Down" begins. The tone of this
version is definitely apart from
that of the 45; one can sense the
spontaneous cohesion - almost a
desperate plea for release - that
engulfs. The Leslie amplification
process on the lead guitar gives
that inst111ment the versatility of
an organ, and the resultant crying
sound is used extensively to offset
Lennon's plea.
In "You Can Even Take a Pony,"
Lennon implies that each member
of the Beatles is disjoining himself
from the others, and the group it
self from its followers (from now
on "you can celebrate auything
you waut/you can penetrate auy
place you go."). "I've Got-a Feel
ing" is McCartney's statement that
he is going to stop being manipulated by outsiders.
·The title song, "Get Back," sum
marizes their feelings about their
followers; McCartney· tells Jo-Jo
(i.e. John Lennon) to "get'back"to
where you once belonged."
"Jo-Jo was a man who thought
he was a loner, but h·e was ai1other

(Continued o,n Page 8)
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Do you have the
natural talent to succeed
as a professional pilot?

Flight Safety's new Aviation Aptitude Test can tell you
"Pete" Baldwin, Is
Fllght Safety's Vice
President-Primary
Training Division.
He has over 7,000
hours of fl/ght time
-holds his ATR,
CF/, CIFI, AG/, /GI
and certified FAA
Flight Examiner.
Frankly, I can't Imagine a more excit
ing life fo'r a young man than aviation
...a fast-growth industry that Is chang
ing the world. And I'm not just saying
it. I've been flying since I was a young
man and I wouldn't trade this profes
sion for any other. My flying know-how
has enabled me to travel to fascinat
ing places, meet famous people, lead
a life of freedom and Independence
and make good money too.
An Unlimited Future
There are many good flying jobs avail
able today-but not nearly enough
qualified men around to fill them..
Corporations pay pilots up to $30,000
a year. And it is estimated they will
need over 22,000 new pilots in the
next five years. The demand for airline
pilots will nearly double by 1980.
These pilots now earn up to $36,000
a year and contract negotiations now
underway are calling for salaries of up
to $70,000 a year for Captains. And
general aviation-from crop dusting
to air taxi service :- is expected to
need close to 65,000 trained pilots in
the nex\ decade.
How Flight Safely Trains
You for Success
Flight Safety, Inc....is the world's
leading pilot training organization,
with 9 facilities around the country ...
providing quality, professional train
ing for beginners as well as seasoned
pilots flying for airlines, and many
Government agencies, and for 8 out o�
10 of the country's leading corpora,tions.
You Learn With the Professionals
Who Train Professionals.
The instructors at our training centers
are all skilled professionals. For the
first time, men who want to learn to fly

thing in common ... the Ingredient we
call "the aptitude for 'tlylng."

-or to up-grade flying skills-now
have available to them the expensive
equipment and techniques which were
developed for training professional
pilots.
What Do Our Graduates Say?
Our graduates writ� us dally telling
how they are moving ahead and mak
ing money with the superior ability to
fly which they gained at Flight Safety.
Robert Robar of Miami, Florida, writes
"The 'Flight Safety' on my applica
tions have lit the eyes of airline re
cruiters. Don't know of anything or
anyone that could have helped me
more." Richard Kurth, Benton Harbor,
Michigan, now working as a corporate
co-pilot reports, "Expect $1,000. a
month ...much of the credit goes to
my flight instructor." And from Robert
Burkhardt of AOPA Pilot: "From my
own experience ... of the 1700 other
(flight schools) that have qualified for
FAA approval, Flight Safety, Inc. has
to be one of the few that set the stan
dard by which others can be judged.''
Veterans Receive Up to 90%
of Tuition Costs
Many of our beginners never saw so
much as the inside of a cockpit before
entering training. A great many are
veterans ...since Fl/ght �afety training
_
Is approved for qual1f1ed veterans,
they can be reimbursed for up to 90%
of the tuition. But all who qualify for
Flight Safety training must have one
I

Learn About Our Revealing
New Aptitude Test
Flight Safety's chief Instructors have
developed a revealing new aptitude
test to tell you whether you have the
natural ability and judgment to suc
ceed as a pilot. It's easy to do-you
don't have to know anything about fly
ing or airplanes to take it. But from
our analysis of it, we can tell'whether
you've got the makings of a first-rate
pilot. .. the only kind Flight Safety is
1
determined to turn out.
Our New Aviation Success Kit
... Yours for Just $1.00
For young men who are seriously in
terested in succeeding as a pilot, we
have prepared a new kit which in
cludes our Pilot Training Guide plus
. our new booklet on "H9w to Succeed
in Aviation." In it you'll learn about
our Aviation Aptitude Test. You'll read
about the opportunities ahead as well
as the requirements for moving ahead
In your ratings. Learn about our serv
ices like Car.e er Counseling and our'
Aviation Employment Clearing Center.
And you'll learn how you can gain that
special edge when it comes to getting
the big jobs in aviation ...from the su- 1
perior training and ability you'll get at
Flight Safety.
To receive your copy by return mail,
simply rend $1 with the coupon today.
_
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Marine Air Terminal/Section

LaGuardia Airport, Flushing, N.Y. 11371
Yes, here is my $1.00. Send me your,Aviation Success Kit.
I am interested in your program(s) for:

NAME

STREET
CITY

STATE

Flight Safety Primary Cantero al;
Vero Beach, Florida/Republic, New York/Hayward, Long Beach/San Carlos, California.
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ATTACK!
By PAUL GUZZARDO
The United Queens of Baruchia
Quee1·! Fairy, Sissy! Faggot! Have you ever been called
these names? You say once before; no, a few times; no very
often. Doesn't it hurt you deep down foside when people
taunt you with such "obscenities?" Are you sick. and tired
of having to live a dual life in order to camouflage your
feelings of homosexuality? Are you disgusted in having
your civil right trampled and deprived by the very estab
lishment that created your situation? Are you annoy,ed and
angry with our "protective" police force, "industrious" FBI,
''masculine" army and 'honest" politicians who victimize the
gay community?
Homosexuals, Rise up! The time has come to reverse
the adverse opinion credited to the homosexual and to tell
it like it really is. Fight back!· No matter what your back
ground, religion, color, social status, etc. may be, the time
has come to unite to form an organization with one com
mon front: - to put an end to the discriminatory practices
against the homosexual. Speak out! In all levels of the social
structure, the homosexual is known to the society as the
social outcast. We must correct th.is injustice, NOW!
Whether you know it or not ,the homosexual minority
is comprised of a sizable portion of our population; possibly
3 out of 10 people or maybe even more. It is extremely dif
ficult to give statistics since in our present culture, to re
veal oneself as a homosexual is to write one's own death
warrant. Although there have been some minor improve
ments for the homose?{ual's plight, they must go a long, long
way befove achieving first class citizenship. Many people,
especially males are very antagonistic toward the homo
sexual. They are even frightened to discuss the issue since
tht)y fear they may have ,similar feelings', thus the hostility.
With the onslaught of Black Power, Eemale, Power,
Puerto Rican Power, etc., there is a definite need for a Gay
Power movement. England and Sweden are among many
other European nations, that has led the world in achieving
reforms and equal status for the homosexual. In the Victorian
United States, the state of Illinois has legalized homosexuality
and has instilled hope in the American homosexaul of the
other states. Throughout AncieRt Greece and the Roman Em
pire, homosexuality was prevalent throughout the lands.
What were the results of this widespread homosexuality? The
results were great literature that has influenced the world
in the past, present and centuries to come; artistic master
pieces unsurpassed by any culture past or present; philoso
phies that have been endlessly used and reproduced; architec
ture that has affected civilizations century after century; and
many other things. Must the United States be fifty years
ahead of the world technologically but one hundred years
behind the world socially? When will seventeenth century
American. puritanism mature into obscurity and pass into
history? But most of all, why must society punish the homo
sexual by letting him suffer for the society's shameful sins
committed through society's hypocritical virtuous guilt.
One answer may be fear and ignor,ance. Since the land
ing of the pilgrims in 1620 until today, yeSJ today, American
society has been and IS a very repressive society ,based on
human ignorance and fear. This must be corrected and one
way to begin this is the creation of a Gay Power movement.
I hope all you homosexuals who are reading this will realize
your dilemma and act right now, within the next few weeks.
Those who are latent, be it male or female, should take a
deep perspective look into themselves, even though it many
hurt, and to your surprise you may discover a worthwhile
human being.
If there are any students, be it day or evening, male or
females, who are confirmed dauntless homosexuals, and are
truly interested in joining an organization for the advance
ment of homosexuals, see me Paul Guzzardo, in person or
drop a letter to me at the Reporter office. All names will be
held in the strictest confidence if you do so desire.
A final note to real girls: - There is a song written by
Bob Dyan that has the following verse, "Where have all the
young men gone ... " Yes girls, where are all the together
young men? Think about it.

JOIN YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Help decide on: 1) A New Dean

2) Teacher Evaluation
3) Unlimited Cuts

Contact: Ron Bruse, Room 412
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(Continued from Page 7)
man," reaffirms the Beatles' deci
sion to asse1t their individuality.
Jo-Jo was, in fact, reputed to be a
loner, and now this label is appli
cable to all four.
The theme of leaving their world
of prominence that they have oc
cupied for the last six years and
going "home" appears again and
again. In Harrison's "For You
Blue," and Lennon-McCaitney's
"Two of Us oj1 Our Way Home,"
the disenchantment with living a
worldknown ideal appears.
Paul's "Let It Be" and "The
Long and Winding Road" set is
probably the most classically dra
matic of the album. The former is
a "hey Jude" type 'of thing, derid
nig sex, religion, and fanaticism.
The same type of feel as "that em
ployed in "Happiness Is A Warm
Gun" is incorporated here.

Love-Hate
"The Long and Winding Road"
is simply a depressing statement,
not unlike "Julia" ("half of what
I say is meaningless, but I say it
just to reach you"). McCartney
describes a love-hate relationship,
and places this squarely on the
heads of their fans. Paul states
that it is useless to give himself
to another (i.e., us ) when the very
act of giving negates all that he
is. He begs to be released ("please
don't keep .me waiting here/take
me down the long and winding
oad" back home).
The last segment of the recording is a "Get Back" mini-encore,
and is extremely discontinuous
with t)1e rest of the recording. Its
tone is one of sai·castic laughter
and derision, but the guitai· work
is not retrogressive, rather it is
hard and modern, similar to Jimi
Hendrix's "Voodoo Child,"• (slight
return).
Is the derision for us, for them
selves?
There is something absolutely
revolutionary about this albmn,
outside of its new f01·mat. This is

its presentatioi1; it is no longer
the Beatles that are performing, it
is four individuals communicating
to themselves. This is what they've
been leading up to for the past six
years-they are now alone with
themselves.
The previous 16 albw11s were
presentations of emotion, finished
products that we reacted to. '!;his
album is conce111ed with stimulus,
rather than with response, with
act, rather than with re-act The
listener is forced to live what they
are setting forth in order to deduce
the result.
One thing concerning this album
is definite: the regression towards
"home" in "Get Back" marks an
ending. The Beatles are finished,
"Get Back" has taken them
"riome." They realize that the only
way to produce "stimulus" mate
rial again is to not function as a
group, but as individuals. They
must not produce finished material,
but continues, if they will, in the
same manner as "Get Back."
There are only two possibilities
for their future. They can remain
where they are, and not produce
any more material, or they can
strut over again, travelling their
musical road away from "home."
(Michael Jackson is managing
editor _of the Ethos, student paper
of the State University of New
York at Buffalo.)

Marchi...

(Continued from Page 1)
-Albany, to get back federal funds
withheld because of fiscal looseness
under the present administrati"on.

DA TE
We are pleased to announce that
the Dru1te Society, the Italian Club
of Baruch Evening Session, will
hold their formal reception on Fri
day, October 24, 1969 - No1th
Lounge in the Student Center at
7 :00 P.M. Traditional Italian spe
cialties such as . antipasto ru1d
miniatm·e pastries ,vill be served
and ente1tainment will also be
provided.
We wish to clai·ify a very im
portant point. You do not have to
be of Italian descent to join our
club. EVERYONE is invited.
Some of our future plans will
include a group tour to Europe, ski
trips,, ;nd a host of cultural activ
ities wl1ich should be of interest to
all. Come join the fun. All clubs
are cordially invited to attend.
PLAYRADS
On Oct. 31, 1969, Playrads will
have a Halloween Dance. All stu
dents 'ru·e invited to come. Cos
tumes can be worn if you like. The
event will b3 held in the Marble
Lounge at 8:00 P:M. Refreshments
will be served. Come one, come all!
one fact has been han1mered home
time and again - that is that of
all the candida\es running for
Mayor of New York, John Mai·e-hi
claims to be making sense. This
is the Baruch student's opportunity
to judge for himself. This is your
oppo1tunity to listen to Senator
John Marchi, Thursday, October 23,
at one o'clock.

HEALTH: End the administrative t,mgles in medicare and medic
aid; recognize health and hospital
services as an expanding demand
Editor's Note: The Reporter will
which must be met, but with strictagain extend invitations to the
er co,t cont.rols.
Of all the rhetoric which is com- other candidates. If they accept
ing out of this political campaign, they will receive equal coverage.

We g�t carried away when
y, ou come around ....
and we love.it!

Budweiser.

is the only beer in America
that's Beechwood Aged
(But you know that.)
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